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Design and Analysis of Conformal Antenna for
Future Public Safety Communications

Estefanı́a Crespo-Bardera, Aarón Garrido Martı́n, Alfonso Fernández-Durán, Eva Rajo-Iglesias,
Matilde Sánchez-Fernández

Abstract—Future 4G wireless communication systems include,
in their capabilities portfolio, emergency specific needs such
as data-support, broadband communication and extremely high
reliability. An emergency situation can be addressed with un-
doubtedly more chances of success if augmented information is
enabled within the public safety communication novel capabili-
ties. For full augmented information provision based on broad-
band transmission, in this work a user end (UE) communication
capabilities enhancement is addressed by deploying multiple
antennas without compromising the first responder equipment
portability and lightweight. With this aim, we propose the design
of a 4.9 GHz conformal antenna array at the rescuer side
(integrated in a helmet) and evaluate its performance in terms
of relative data rate gain. The conformal array design is based
on traditional patch antennas that take into account the need of
being deployed over an ellipsoidal surface. The antenna array is
simulated and then built and several parameter characterization
(bandwidth, radiation pattern, reflection coefficient and mutual
coupling) and measurements are undertaken in order to ensure
the suitability of the design. Furthermore, an analysis of the
specific absorption rate (SAR) is performed to guarantee that
the exposure to electromagnetic fields is below the standardized
levels.

Index Terms—Conformal antenna, public safety, SAR, LTE.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade (2006–2015), a total of 771, 911 people
were killed in disasters (see Fig. 1). People directly affected
by disasters, defined as the population requiring immediate
assistance such as rescuing, basic survival needs, medical
assistance and also those reported injured or homeless are
close to 200 million people every year [1]. In such cases,
technology and, in particular, communication and information
systems are key instruments that have always played and will
play a very important role on disaster managing, preparedness
and intervention [2]–[4].

New trends in emergency communications to support first
responders and public protection and disaster relief personnel
aim for reliable broadband connectivity enabling augmented
information services such as high-resolution images, thermal
vision, augmented and/or virtual reality and cognition, video
transmission or real-time high resolution maps [5], [6]. Net-
work solutions within 4G wireless communication systems
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(LTE, LTE advanced-pro) [7], [8] are adding new features
to make the mobile network capable of conveying critical
communication services. Some general criteria that should
be taken into consideration during the network design are:
availability, security, robustness, user interoperability, relia-
bility and optimized group communication. However, a full
communication infrastructure may not be available in most
disaster scenarios and challenges include not enough band-
width to provide augmented information services or extremely
limited wireless coverage, such as tunnels or caves.

Addressing either the challenge of broadband communi-
cation or the improvement of a limited wireless coverage
scenario, future wireless technologies have widened the range
of frequency bands to provide emergency services [9], [10], al-
lowing other bands usage (e.g. 4.9 GHz, 2.6 GHz) and solving
the propagation issue of very restricted frequency bands such
as the exclusive 400 MHz or 700 MHz available for trunking
services. Nevertheless, even in scenarios with large bandwidth
available, the broadband transmission capability needed for
full augmented information provision [11], [12], can only be
achieved with multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna
technology, being key that multiple antennas are deployed at
both sides of the communication system, i.e. at the base station
(BS) and at the user end (UE), in this application scenario the
first responder or rescuer. The major challenge then to provide
full MIMO is to be able to seamless deploy a large number of
antennas in the user end [13] and it is done so by using the
emergency personnel equipment, for example, the helmet.

Fig. 1: Disaster figures for the decade 2006 – 2015 per continent. Data
obtained from 2016 World Dissasters Red Cross report [1].

In this work, a conformal antenna array with M = 4
elements working in the 4.9 GHz public safety frequency
band [14] is proposed. This antenna directly implemented on
the user side will provide the rescuer with the benefits of
MIMO technology, overcoming typical communication sce-
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narios where the user end only has one or at the most two
antennas. Additionally, a potential LTE network scenario to
serve in emergency scenarios is shown and eventually consider
a two-hop architecture based on relaying, to provide broadband
services in scenarios with null or very low coverage. Finally,
the proposed first responder communication device that inte-
grates imaging, measurement and communication equipment
is shown and the evaluation of the whole solution by providing
the achieved throughputs in different bandwidth scenarios is
performed. At this point, it is important to underline that the
conformal antenna is designed to be part of a fully integrated
solution. This fact takes this work a step further with respect
to antenna proposals previously designed to be integrated onto
helmets [15]–[17].

II. CONFORMAL ANTENNA DESIGN

The proposed antenna array, based on textile technology,
is designed to be conformed on the cover of a safety helmet
operating in the 4.9 GHz public safety frequency band.

Fig. 2: Projection of a plane onto an ellipsoidal surface.

It should be noticed that the sole purpose of choosing textile
technology for the conformal antenna design is for the ease
and flexibility that this technology provides in the design of
a proof–of–concept. Thus, the need of directly fabricating the
antenna merged in the helmet material what could imply a
long manufacturing time is avoided. All the design procedure
detailed next could eventually applied to other technology.

Fig. 3: Design of the proposed antenna.

The design methodology is mainly the same as that applied
to design a traditional patch antenna with the exception that
the effect of conforming the antenna should be counteracted
to achieve the desired resonant frequency. With this in mind,
we consider as simplest means of constructing the conformal
antenna array, the design of a linear patch antenna array that is
afterwards bent around an ellipsoidal surface (safety helmet)
resulting in the desired conformed form. The planar geometry
of the antenna is geared to show a rectangular form once
conformed. For that purpose it was necessary to compensate
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Fig. 4: Simulated performance: (a) Conformal antenna deployment over a
safety helmet and radiation pattern for element placed approximately in the
middle of the linear array; (b) Mutual coupling (S21 and S23 ) with the two
nearest antennas surrounding left and right, respectively and (c) Return losses
(S22).
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Fig. 5: The designed planar antenna and its conformed version inside a safety helmet.

the effect of projecting a plane onto an ellipsoid as shown in
Fig.2.

The design of the proposed antenna with M = 4 elements
linearly deployed was carried out using CST Microwave
Studio (CST MWS). As substrate, common felt with thickness
of 3 mm and dielectric constant of 1.38 was used, whilst the
conductive part was developed with electro–textile material.
For feeding, simple probe feeds with 50 Ohms impedance are
used. Regarding the safety helmet, we deem that its rigid outer
section known as shell, has a common thickness of 3 mm and
it is made of thermoplastic material known as Acrylonitrile
Butadiene Styrene (ABS) whose dielectric constant is εr = 3.
The dimensions considered for the helmet in the simulation
are 225 × 180 × 130 mm. Finally, the proposed conformal
antenna is assumed to operate in close proximity to human
head that will be modeled by a phantom.

The antenna initial design parameters (position of the feed-
ing probes, patches sizes, distance among elements and thick-
ness of the material used as substrate) had to be optimized to
achieve minimum reflection coefficient at the desired working
frequency, low mutual coupling (MC) and proper bandwidth.
This optimization procedure has been necessary given that a
shift of the resonance frequency was observed probably due
to the bend effect and the presence of a lossy medium like
the human tissue. Also, keeping in mind that this is an initial
proof–of–concept the behavior of the antenna array both when
it is conformed outside and inside the helmet has been also
analyzed. The last alternative would eventually be the most
suitable from a future industrialization point of view since the
helmet may act as radome and also the helmet does not have
to be modified or drilled, preserving its protecting properties.

The optimized parameters for the array geometry consist of
a 35.77 mm inter-element distance (≈ 0.6λ) to minimize the
MC among antennas. From the M = 4 squared patch antennas
the two antennas in the middle of the array have side length
22.17 mm and the two antennas at the extremes of the array
have side length 22.4 mm. The total planar array perimeter is
equal to 400.44 mm (see Fig. 3).

For the optimized design parameters, simulated results are
provided in terms of the antenna radiation patterns and S–

parameters. The radiation patterns of the individual antennas
slightly vary, giving rise to antenna gains going from 7.81 to
8.47 dB depending on the relative position of the radiating
element and with negligible backward power levels which are
under −20 dB. An example of the radiation pattern of one
of the antennas is given in Fig.4.a. On the other hand, the
simulated reflection coefficients of about −18.5 dB indicate
that each individual antenna is well matched at the working
frequency of 4.9 GHz. A low MC (S21 y S23 parameters)
of −19 dB can be observed among radiating elements. A
simulated bandwidth of 260 MHz (4.78 GHz - 5.04 GHz)
is achieved.

A. Experimental antenna characterization

In order to verify the proposed design, an antenna prototype
manually fabricated is presented in Fig.5. The design dimen-
sions are the same as those previously described.
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Fig. 6: Measured S–parameters for an element placed in the middle of the
conformal array.
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(a) Averaged over 1 g outside the helmet. (b) Averaged over 10 g outside the helmet.

(c) Averaged over 1 g inside the helmet. (d) Averaged over 10 g inside the helmet.

Fig. 7: SAR distribution averaged over 1 g and 10 g of tissue for different reference power values Pref(dBm) = {−40, 23} corresponding to the minimum
and maximum transmitted power by a UE in LTE. Results are presented when the antenna is conformed outside and inside the helmet.

Fig. 6 shows the measured results of S–parameters. It can be
observed that reasonable agreement is achieved between sim-
ulations (see Fig.4) and measurements. The measured return
loss is better than −16 dB over the operating frequency band
of 4.9 GHz. The measured bandwidth of the antenna extends
from about 420 MHz. With respect to the MC, values below
−17.5 dB have been measured. It should be noticed that the
small disagreements might be mainly caused by manufacturing
inaccuracies.

B. Specific absorption rate analysis

The deployment of a large number of antennas at the
user side, always generates reservations due to its potential
effect on the human body. Therefore, analyzing the energy
which is absorbed by a biological tissue mass when it is
exposed to a radio frequency electromagnetic field seems
desirable during the design of an antenna for body-centric

wireless communications. Specifically, the specific absorption
rate (SAR) defined in (1), is a metric that allows us to measure
that effect typically by averaging over the whole body or over
a specific sample volume of biological tissue (generally 1 g
or 10 g).

SAR =
σE2

2ρ
(W/Kg) (1)

where σ is the tissue conductivity, E2 represents the electric
field strength and ρ is the tissue density.

Based on the foregoing, an evaluation of the electromagnetic
energy absorbed by the human head when is located under
the ground of the proposed 4.9 GHz conformal antenna is
shown as follows. The SAR is computed in CST MWS
using a phantom head model (SAM) that emulates the shell
and liquid of a real human head and the IEEE C95.3 [18]
averaging method. As reference input power, two different
values are considered, 23 dBm and −40 dBm, established
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as maximumandminimumtransmittedpowervaluesfora
LTEuserequipment.Lastly,asbaselineforcomparisonin
theanalysisweconsideredassaferlimitsforapartialbody
parttheonesestablishedin UnitedStatesbytheFederal
CommunicationsCommission(FCC)below1.6W/Kgfor 1
goftissue,andalsotheonesdefinedintheEuropeanUnion
bytheEuropeanInternationalElectroTechnicalCommission
(IEC),thatis,2W/Kgfor 10gofbiologicaltissuevolume.

Fig.7showsthe SARdistribution whentheproposed
antennaisconformedinsideandoutsideahelmetsituatedin
ahumanheadforthetworeferenceinputpowervalues.The
peakSARvaluesforthetwodifferentinputpowerlevelsare
summarizedinTableIandTableII,respectively.

TABLEI:SimulatedpeakSARvaluesin W/KgforPref=−40dBm

SARAverageover
1goftissue

SARAverageover
10goftissue

Outsite
thehelmet

1.54e 8 6.8e 9

Inside
thehelmet

4.1e 8 1.62e 8

TABLEII:SimulatedpeakSARvaluesin W/KgforPref=23 dBm

SARAverageover
1goftissue

SARAverageover
10goftissue

Outsite
thehelmet

0.03 0.013

Inside
thehelmet

0.08 0.03

Asexpected, higherSARvaluesareobtained whenthe
antennaisconformedinsidethehelmetduetothecloseprox-
imitywiththebiologicaltissue.Despitethat,thesimulation
resultsshowacceptableSARvaluessatisfyingtheinternational
standards.Finally,itis worth mentioningthattheproposed
conformalantennaachievesSARlevelsinthesamerange
thanotherantennadesignswhoseperformancehasalsobeen
studiedinpracticalhelmetmodels[15].

III. TECHNOLOGICALPROPOSALFORFUTUREPUBLIC

SAFETYCOMMUNICATIONS

Theproposednetworkandphysicallayersolutionseeks
toreliablyreachemergencylocations withlimitedcommu-
nicationinfrastructureand/orlowcoverageandatthesame
timetoenabletheprovisionofservicesbasedonaugmented
information.Suchasolutioniscarriedoutbycombining
an LTEtwo-hoparchitecturebasedonrelaying withan
augmentedinformation–enabledusercommunicationdevice
enhanced withthe MIMO-basedconformalantennasdesign
describedinSec.II.

A.LTE-basednetworkarchitecture

TheproposedLTE-basednetworkarchitecturedistinguishes
twomainradiolinks(seeFig.8).Thefirstradiolinkisdefined
bythe BScoverageareaandreachesarelaynode(RN),
allowingthiswayacoverageextensionwithoutdeployinga
newfixedbasestation[19].Thesecondlinkisgivenbythe
RNcoverageareaandisdefinedbetweenthe RNandthe

Fig.8:DiagramoftheLTErelayingnetworkarchitecture.

enhanceduserequipments(UE)whichisnotserveddirectly
bytheE-UTRAN[8].

Itshouldbenotedthatinordertoprovidetheneeded
broadbandcapabilitiesforaugmentedinformation,thisrelay-
ingarchitecturewouldneedtoimplement MIMOtechnology
endtoend.LTE-advancedprovides MIMOsolutionsforboth
thedownlinkanduplink,and MIMOrelayingarchitectures
usedforIEEE802.16mareapplicabletoLTE-advancedas
describedin[20].

B.AI–enabledusercommunicationdevice

Theproposedfirstrespondercommunicationdeviceinte-
gratesnotonlyspecificcommunicationequipment,butalso
imagingelementsthatwillallowservicesbasedonaugmented
information. Alltheseelementshavebeenintegratedinthe
proof–of–conceptrescuer’shelmet(seeFig.9).Next,ashort
descriptionofalltheelementsshowninFig.9isprovided:

1)Smart-glasses with augmented-reality. This element
servesasinterfacebetweenthefirstresponder/rescuer
andtheavailablemultimediaservices.Differentimages
canbeprojectedforthefirstresponderinformation,
alsoimagesandvideoscanberecordedandsenttothe
supportteam.

2)Powerbank.Thiselementsuppliesenergytothewhole
system,excludingthesmartglassesthathaveitsown
battery.

3)Communicationsbridgeunit(RaspberryPi).Thisele-
mentactsasabridgebetweenthesmart-glassesandthe
restofuserequipmentcomponents.

4)Thermalcamera.Thiscomponentalongwiththesmart-
glassesprovidesthermalvisiontofirstrespondersin
poor visibilityscenarios(e.g. firescenariosfull of
smoke).

5)LTEdongle.Thiscomponentenablesthecommunication
betweenthe UEcomponentsandthe LTEnetwork.
TheLTEdongleshouldhaveas manyantennaports
asindividualantennasareincludedintheconformal
design.

6)Conformalantenna. Theseradiatingelementsarede-
velopeddirectlyattheuserendviaembeddedtextile
technologyallowingtotakeadvantageofthebenefits
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Fig. 9: Components of the proposed user equipment and its integration in a real prototype

offered by MIMO technology such as spectral efficiency
improvement.

7) Safety helmet. All elements except the command and
control center server described in 8) are envisioned to
be mounted over the rescuers’ helmet giving rise to an
all-in-one AI–communication system.

8) Command and control center server. It is an external
element conceived to supervise first responders inter-
ventions and that provides them practical real–time
information.

C. Addressing AI throughput requirements

LTE-advanced allows 8× 8 MIMO implementations in the
downlink (i.e. 8 antennas in the BS and 8 antennas in the UE)
and 4×4 MIMO in the uplink (4×4, i.e. 4 antennas in the UE
and 4 antennas in the BS). In this work, the uplink throughput
requirement is evaluated to show the benefits derived from
the integration of the proposed conformal array into the user
terminal. The focus is in the uplink, since undoubtedly it
has the most restrictive performance, specifically, in the link
between the UE and a MIMO–RN in the case of a low
coverage scenario needing a two-hop architecture or between
the UE and the multi–antenna BS for a one-hop architecture.

To obtain the uplink throughput gain, a metric is proposed,
∆R, that allows us to measure the relative data rate gain in
(bits/s) for a given bandwidth W in Hz when comparing a
single-antenna UE whose propagation scenario is character-
ized by the channel matrix HSIMO with a multiple antenna UE
using the channel HMIMO. The gain is computed by getting
the enhanced UE throughput with respect to that obtained
by a single-antenna UE when the transmitted power is the
same and there is no channel knowledge available. The general
expression is given by

∆R = W log2

det
(
IN + SNR

M HMIMOHMIMO
†
)

det
(
IN + SNRHSIMOHSIMO

†
)
 (2)

where SNR represents the signal–to–noise ratio, IN is
the N × N identity matrix and HMIMO, HSIMO denote the
narrowband MIMO N ×M and SIMO (single-input multiple-
output) N×1 channel matrices, respectively. It must be noticed
that M is the number of antennas at the UE and N at the
RN/BS.

In order to provide a realistic channel model to be applied
in (2), that takes into account the conformal antenna design
parameters (mutual coupling, radiation patterns, etc.) and
geometry, the channel matrix between the UE and the RN/BS
is generated following the model provided in [21]:

HMIMO/SIMO = CNB†NSBMCM (3)

CN is an N × N matrix and CM an M ×M matrix rep-
resenting the mutual coupling in reception and transmission.
BM and BN given by (4), (5) are the N × L′ and L ×M
receive and transmit beamforming rectangular matrices that
depend on the antenna geometry defined by the m-th antenna
position rm in the transmitter and the n-th antenna position
r′n at the receiver and the plane waves’ receiving and emitting
directions (k′l′ and kl). Finally, Gm(θ, φ) is the m-th transmit
antenna radiation pattern and G′n(θ′, φ′)) is the n-th receive
antenna radiation pattern, characterized both in azimuth (φ)
and elevation (θ).

BM =

G1(θ1, φ1)e−jk1·r1 ... GM (θL, φL)e−jk1·rM

...
. . .

...
G1(θ1, φ1)e−jkL·r1 ... GM (θL, φL)e−jkL·rM


(4)

BN =

 G1(θ′1, φ
′
1)ejk

′
1·r

′
1 ... G1(θ′L, φ

′
L)ejk

′
L·r

′
1

...
. . .

...
GN (θ′1, φ

′
1)ejk

′
1·r

′
N ... GN (θ′L, φ

′
L)ejk

′
L·r

′
N

 (5)

Finally, S shown in (6), is a L′ × L rectangular matrix
that represents the channel discrete scattering function in the
different propagation directions.
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S =

 S(k′1,k1) ... S(k′1,kL)
...

. . .
...

S(k′L′ ,k1) ... S(k′L′ ,kL)

 (6)

With this channel model, the performance of the proposed
conformal antenna integrated in the AI-communication device
when M = 4 antennas are deployed in the helmet and when
the BS is integrated by N = {4, 8} antennas is evaluated.
This evaluation scenario expands the typical LTE-advanced
uplink MIMO scenario, where the BS would only have N = 4
antennas as mentioned at the beginning of this section. A
total of 500 channel realizations are generated based on
the channel model described in (3) and the antenna design
parameters obtained above. Specifically, for the beamforming
matrix (BM in (4)) corresponding to the UE side where the
conformal antenna array is deployed, the geometry assumes
an inter-element distance of (≈ 0.6λ) to define the antenna
positions rm, and the simulated radiation patterns that are
depicted in Fig. 4(a) are used for Gm(θ, φ). Concerning the
mutual coupling, despite it could have been neglected, the
values obtained around −19 dB are considered. Finally, to
characterize the scattering function at the transmitter side,
full angular dispersion that is uniformly modeled is assumed.
At the BS side for simplicity, ideal antennas without mutual
coupling and omnidirectional radiation patterns are considered.
With respect to the characterization of the scattering function
at the receiver side, it is taken into consideration that the
angular spread may be smaller than at the transmitter side.
Then, it is assumed negligible angular spread in elevation and
a narrow angular spread in azimuth of approximately 30◦,
trying to get a worst case performance. To define the receiving
antenna positions r′n, a linear array integrated by N antennas
with inter-element distance of λ/2 is considered.
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N = 8 (dashed line). The CCDF represents the probability that a certain gain
value R∆ is achieved.

In order to study the data rate gains obtained when using
one single antenna (M = 1) or several conformed antennas
(M > 1) in the UE, we apply (2) with HMIMO and HSIMO
generated following the aforementioned procedure. In Fig.10,
the CCDF of the data rate gains assuming a specific SNR
value of 15 dB is provided. In this scenario, we can get up
rate gains from 35 Mbps up to 130 Mbps or from 40 Mbps
up to 200 Mbps depending on the available MIMO scenario
with respect to the corresponding SIMO scenario. These data
rate gains may lead to improve emergency communications
allowing the use of multimedia services like real-time video
streaming, E-health or augmented reality [22]. The enabled
services are shown in Fig. 10, where the vertical grey lines
identify the required rates to achieve the different services.
For example, in order to provide Multi–person video call or
augmented reality, it would be necessary that the data rates
are higher than 200 Mbps. Given that for 40% of the channel
realizations, a rate gain larger than 200 Mbps is achieved, we
can assure that deploying the conformal array antenna, these
services can be provided with high probability.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This work presents the design of a conformal antenna for
public safety communications operating at 4.9 GHz. Being part
of an improved user equipment proposal, the conformal an-
tenna with M = 4 elements is directly developed at the rescuer
end, concretely it is conceived to be embedded over a safety
helmet allowing in this way to take advantage of the MIMO
technology benefits (e.g. spectral efficiency improvement).
Simulation and experimental results illustrate the feasibility of
the proposed design such as suitable gain and reduced back
radiation level, proper bandwidth, negligible mutual coupling
and SAR values below the standardized levels. Regarding the
data rate gain, we show that a user terminal equipped with
our conformal antenna compared to one integrated by a single
antenna, can reach gains in the range of 35 to 200 Mbps
enabling the use of future 5G multimedia services during
emergency situations. Bearing this in mind, we believe that
the proposed antenna design is practical and can provide a
significant opportunity for LTE-based next generation public
safety communications.
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